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Abstract. It has recently been proposed that ripples inherent to the bow shock during radial interplanetary magnetic
field (IMF) may produce local high speed flows in the magnetosheath. These jets can have a dynamic pressure much
larger than the dynamic pressure of the solar wind. On 17
March 2007, several jets of this type were observed by the
Cluster spacecraft. We study in detail these jets and their effects on the magnetopause, the magnetosphere, and the ionospheric convection. We find that (1) the jets could have a
scale size of up to a few RE but less than ∼6 RE transverse
to the XGSE axis; (2) the jets caused significant local magnetopause perturbations due to their high dynamic pressure;
(3) during the period when the jets were observed, irregular pulsations at the geostationary orbit and localised flow
enhancements in the ionosphere were detected. We suggest
that these inner magnetospheric phenomena were caused by
the magnetosheath jets.
Keywords. Interplanetary physics (Planetary bow shocks)
– Magnetospheric physics (Magnetosheath; Solar windmagnetosphere interactions)
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Introduction

The nature of a shock transition in a collisionless plasma,
such as the bow shock of the Earth’s magnetosphere in the
solar wind, depends strongly on the angle between the upstream magnetic field and the nominal shock normal, θBn

(Stone and Tsurutani, 1985; Burgess et al., 2005). When
θBn is small, i.e., the shock is quasi-parallel, the transition
is much more complex than in the quasi-perpendicular case.
The reflected particles can stream against the upstream solar
wind flow and interact with the incident plasma over long distances. This interaction triggers instabilities and creates multiple types of waves and fluctuations in a region called foreshock. The foreshock is most pronounced for a high Mach
number bow shock, and when the upstream magnetic field is
aligned with the solar wind velocity, i.e., during radial interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) (Omidi et al., 2009). Some of
the foreshock waves can steepen into larger structures, such
as Large Amplitude Magnetic Structures (SLAMS), that convect back to the bow shock and modify it (Schwartz, 1991;
Lucek et al., 2002, 2008). Satellite observations and simulation studies have led to the picture of quasi-parallel shock
being a patchwork of structures that vary in space and time
(e.g., Greenstadt et al., 1982; Gosling et al., 1989; Onsager
et al., 1990; Schwartz and Burgess, 1991; Omidi et al., 2005,
2009; Blanco-Cano et al., 2006, 2009).
The non-thermal nature of the upstream side of the quasiparallel shock has been recognized since the early satellite
missions (Asbridge et al., 1968). The complex structures
behind the shock in the magnetosheath, however, have only
recently come under active research owing to the observations around the subsolar magnetopause by Cluster (Escoubet et al., 1997) and Time History of Events and Macroscale
Interactions during Substorms (THEMIS) (Angelopoulos,
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2008) spacecraft (e.g., Retinò et al., 2007). One of these
a)
b)
intriguing phenomena are the “transient flux enhancements”
(Nemecek et al., 1998), or “high kinetic energy jets” (Savin
et al., 2008), that have been interpreted as not being produced by reconnection. Savin et al. (2008) found more than
140 events of anomalously high kinetic energy density. The
c)
jets seem to occur preferentially during radial IMF (Nemecek
magnetosheath
solar wind
et al., 1998; Shue et al., 2009; Hietala et al., 2009), or behind
a quasi-parallel shock (Amata et al., 2011). When ramming
2nd shock
into the magnetopause, the jets can cause large perturbations
(Hietala et al., 2009; Amata et al., 2011) and even sunward
V1
V2
flows, as the magnetopause recovers from the impact (Shue
α
jet
et al., 2009).
n
Hietala et al. (2009) proposed, based on Cluster observations on 17 March 2007, a general plasma physics mechanism for the formation of fast, even supermagnetosonic jets
behind a rippled high Mach number shock. They pointed out
that such local changes in the curvature of a shock front – inmagnetopause
bow shock
trinsic for quasi-parallel shocks – can result in fast bulk flows
on the downstream side. Briefly, in the regions where the loFig. 1. Top: schematic picture of the velocity field across a high
cal shock normal is quasi-perpendicular to the upstream veMach
number
shock
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(a) Mach
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(b). shock
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speed
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thick
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In
the
particular
case
where
the
jet
is
supermagthe particular case where the jet is supermagnetosonic in the frame of the magnetopause, an additiona
start by describing the mechanism for the jet formation pronetosonic in the frame of the magnetopause, an additional, weak
shock forms.
The inset
details
the flow
when
not parallelwhen
to n.VNote
that the picture
1 is deflection
shock
forms.
The deflection
inset details
the V
flow
on the
posed by Hietala et al. (2009), with a new emphasis
1 is not
parallel
to n. Note that the picture is not to scale in the horizontal
scale in theishorizontal
direction.
dynamic pressure of the jets, since their high pressure
the
direction.
key factor in their interaction with the magnetosphere. In
Sect. 3, we analyse near-Earth observations from the evening
of 17 March 2007, which was characterised by a long period
ity V 1 that is normal to the shock front, i.e., the Rankineof steady solar wind with radial IMF. We first present an exHugoniot jump conditions give V1n = rV2n and V1t ≈ V2t .
ample of a jet in detail, and then analyse the 3-h period of
Here r is the shock compression ratio. If the shock is planar,
Cluster magnetosheath data containing several jets to study
with an orientation illustrated in Fig. 1a, the density increase
their effects on the magnetopause. In addition, we investigate
and the flow velocity decrease are ρ2 = rρ1 , and V2 = 1r V1 .
how these variations, with a scale that is much smaller than
The dynamic pressure of the plasma flow is thus smaller on
the global magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) scale but larger
the downstream side of the shock than on the upstream side:
than the kinetic scales (i.e., a “mesoscale” phenomenon), are
1
1
transmitted from the magnetosheath into the magnetosphere.
Pdyn2 = ρ2 V22 = ρ1 V12 = Pdyn1 .
(1)
For that purpose, we use observations from the Geostationary
r
r
21
Operational Environmental Satellites (GOES) (Grubb, 1975)
However, if the shock is locally rippled with a geometry
as well as Super Dual Auroral Radar Network (SuperDARN)
sketched in Fig. 1b, the plasma speed stays close to the up(Greenwald et al., 1995; Chisham et al., 2007) measurements
stream value V2 ≈ V1 near the edges of the ripple. Since the
from the same time interval. Discussion and conclusions are
plasma is still compressed, ρ2 ≈ rρ1 , the dynamic pressure
given in Sects. 4 and 5.
can in fact be larger on the downstream side than on the upstream side:

1−3 Re

Z

X

2

Mechanism

Let us first consider the plasma flow across a high MA
(Alfvén Mach number) MHD shock wave. The shock primarily decelerates the component of the upstream velocAnn. Geophys., 30, 33–48, 2012

Pdyn2 ≈ rρ1 V12 = rPdyn1 .

(2)

Next, let us apply this idea to the quasi-parallel bow shock
between the solar wind and the magnetosphere (Fig. 1c).
Crossing the bow shock leads to efficient compression and
www.ann-geophys.net/30/33/2012/
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deceleration of the solar wind plasma in the regions where
the angle α between V 1 and n is small. This is the typical
situation near the bow shock nose. Still, if the bow shock is
locally rippled, there can be small regions where α is large,
and the bow shock mainly deflects the solar wind flow. In
addition, depending on the ripple geometry, the flow behind
the shock can converge causing local density enhancements,
or diverge causing density depletions. This structuring of the
magnetosheath is illustrated by the blue shading in Fig. 1c.
The density variations in the foreshock of a quasi-parallel
bow shock contribute to the shock rippling, and some of these
density variations can be trasmitted into the magnetosheath
as well (Fairfield et al., 1990). Yet the ripple induced structuring takes place even for smooth uptream conditions, once
a ripple is formed.
The high speed together with the increased density behind
the ripple lead to a jet of very high dynamic pressure, as
stated by Eq. (2). The dynamic pressure of the jet perturbs
the shape of the magnetopause. Furthermore, there is the
possibility that the speed V2 of this jet in the magnetosheath
is still supermagnetosonic in the reference frame of the magFig. 2. The orbits of Cluster, GOES, and Geotail spacecraft on 17
netopause. In this particular case a second, weak shock front
March 2007, 17:00–20:30 UT in Geocentric Solar Ecliptic (GSE)
Fig. 2. The orbits of Cluster, GOES, and Geotail spacecraft on March 17, 2007, 17:00–20:30 UT in G
forms closer to the magnetopause.
coordinates. The markers show the spacecraft locations at the end of
Hietala et al. (2009) inferred, based on the solar
analysis
of the
ecliptic
(GSE) coordinates.
The orange
markerscurve
showdepict
the spacecraft
at (Merka
the end of the inter
the interval. The
the model locations
bow shock
Cluster multi-spacecraft observations, that the lower limit for
et al.,
2005)
the (Merka
grey curve
the2005)
modeland
magnetopause
(Shue
orange curve depict the
model
bowand
shock
et al.,
the grey curve
the model magn
the scale of the particular bow shock ripple and the jet unet al., 1998) for the observed upstream conditions.
(Shue et separaal., 1998) for the observed upstream conditions.
der consideration was of the order of the spacecraft
tion: & 50 ion inertial lengths, ∼8000 km, ∼1.2 RE . In the
present paper we expand the analysis to cover GOES and
3.1 Solar wind: ACE, Wind, and Geotail observations
SuperDARN observations as well, and argue that the upper
According to ACE and Wind measurements, the IMF direclimit for the jet scale is of the order of 6 RE .
tion was fluctuating during the first half of the day, although
its magnitude stayed quite constant at 2.5–3 nT (not shown).
3 Analysis
The ACE observations for the second half of the day are
shown in Fig. 3, time-shifted by 44 min to account for the
To investigate the effects of supermagnetosonic jets, we use
solar wind propagation to the magnetopause. In the morndata measured on 17 March 2007, at the near-Earth locaing, there had been short intervals of quasi-radial IMF, i.e.,
tions shown in Fig. 2. The Advanced Composition Explorer
of cone angle < 30◦ . However, shortly after 12:00 UT the
(ACE) (Stone et al., 1998) and Wind (Acuña et al., 1995)
average IMF direction became radial and steady for several
spacecraft, acting as the solar wind monitors, were located
hours: Fig. 3b displays the angle θ between the IMF direction
near the Lagrangian point L1 at (X,Y,Z)GSE = (237, 36.4,
and the XGSE axis, both the 16-s resolution measurement and
−18.6) RE and (198.7, −33, −18.7) RE . Geotail (Nishida,
◦
its 10-min average. The 10-min
22 average was 150–180 from
1994) was in the turbulent foreshock region near the subso12:20 to 20:20 UT, with a 50-min exception around 16:30 UT
lar point. The four Cluster spacecraft (C1–C4) were on an
and a 20-min exception near 17:30 UT, in addition to three
outbound orbit close to the nose of the magnetosphere, while
shorter ones.
the magnetopause moved across them several times. The
Late in the evening, the heliospheric current sheet crossed
spacecraft constellation was quite flat in the nominal plane
the near-Earth space, BX turned positive, and the overof the magnetopause, since C3 and C4 were close to each
all IMF configuration changed to more Parker spiral like
other (950 km, 0.15 RE apart), while the others were slightly
(Fig. 3a). Wind, though closer to the Earth, was the first
more than 7000 km (>1 RE ) away. GOES-11 and 12 were
to observe the current sheet at 19:50 UT, while ACE dein the geostationary orbit on the dayside. In addition, we
tected the crossing at 20:09 UT. This can be understood
show ionospheric velocity data measured by the SuperDARN
given the estimated current sheet normal direction (obradars in the Northern Hemisphere.
tained using IMF cross product and Minimum Variance
Analysis): nWind = (−0.47,0.55,−0.67)GSE and nACE =
(−0.30,0.40,−0.87)GSE . The arrival of the current sheet
www.ann-geophys.net/30/33/2012/
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gation to the magnetopause. (a) Interplanetary magnetic field in GSE coordinates. (b) The angle θ between the
magnetic field direction vector and the X

-axis. (c) Solar wind speed and number density. The time interval

GSE
at Earth was indicated by a change in the magnetosheath
3.2 Magnetosheath: Cluster observations
Cluster magnetosheath
jet observations
is given in sea-green colour.
characteristicscorresponding
observed bytoCluster
as the bow shock
nose
3.2.1 Example of a supermagnetosonic jet
changed from parallel to more perpendicular. Due to the
current sheet orientation, this transition took place at about
In this subsection, we concentrate on the detailed stucture of
20:20 UT, i.e., about 30 min earlier than propagation from
the jet observed by the Cluster quartet between 18:14 and
ACE with the solar wind speed would imply (Fig. 3a and b).
18:16 UT. The general features of this jet have previously
The Cluster magnetosheath jet observations took place
been described in Hietala et al. (2009). The absolute values
within the interval from 17:00 to 20:30 UT (sea-green in
of the plasma density reported here are somewhat smaller
Fig. 3). During this period, the IMF of ∼2.6 nT was radial
than in the previous paper due to re-calibration of the Clusand steady: the ACE 16-s resolution measurements show
ter Ion Spectroscopy CIS-HIA (Rème et al., 2001) data in
only a few short excursions to θ < 135◦ . The BY and BZ
February 2010. The conclusions are not altered by this pro(Fig. 3a) were small with some fluctuations around zero.
cedure.
The upstream plasma measurements (Fig. 3c) show that
Figure 4 shows the magnetic field and plasma density obthe undisturbed solar wind was quite fast, V ∼ 530–
servations from the four satellites. The former are from the
540 km s−1 , and steady. As the plasma number density was
Fluxgate Magnetometer (FGM) instrument (Balogh et al.,
n ∼ 2 cm−3 , the dynamic pressure was ∼1 nPa. The Alfvén
Mach number of the solar wind flow was ∼13. As the pro- 23 2001). The latter have been estimated based on a linear fit to
the spacecraft potential measurements of the Electric Field
ton temperature measurements differ significantly between
and Wave (EFW) experiment (Gustafsson et al., 1997), usthe two upstream spacecraft, and the Wind measurements for
ing CIS-HIA ion and Plasma Electron and Current Experithe electron temperature are not available, the estimate for
ment (PEACE) (Johnstone et al., 1997) electron density meathe solar wind temperature is uncertain. We estimate that the
surements for calibration (H. Laakso and Y. Khotyaintsev,
sonic Mach number MS ∼ 8–9, and the magnetosonic Mach
personal communication, 2011). As data from the EFW innumber MMS ∼ 7–8. Accordingly the plasma beta was larger
strument are available from every spacecraft with high, 0.2-s
than unity, β ∼ 2.5–3.5.
time resolution, they are well suited to detect fast density
Closer to the Earth, Geotail was in the turbulent foreshock
variations. In this study, we use them to identify different
during the event, and the bow shock moved over the spaceplasma regions.
craft several times. The observed shock location matches
quite well with the empirical model proposed by Merka et al.
At the beginning of the interval, all four spacecraft were
(2005) for the measured upstream solar wind parameters. We
inside the magnetosphere, which is indicated by strong
thus conclude that the bow shock was close to its nominal lomagnetic field and low density. First, the magnetopause
cation during the event, though fluctuating.
moved inwards across the quartet at a speed of ∼250 km s−1
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measurements of the EFW instrument, using CIS-HIA ion and PEACE electron density measurements for

calibration. CIS-HIA data were available only for C1 and C3. The colour panels mark different plasma regions.
(obtained using four-spacecraft timing). Then, a weak shock
Mass Flux Algorithm to calculate the shock speed. The 4White background between colour panels represents transition between two regions. Panels (a–d) are from
passed over the spacecraft moving in the same direction. We
spacecraft timing method, on the other hand, gives both the
Hietala
et al. (2009).
will discuss
the details
of this shock later in this subsection.
normal direction and the shock speed.
After the shock, Cluster entered the supermagnetosonic
The first panel of Fig. 5 displays the results of this analyjet with plasma speed close to 500 km s−1 (see also the first
sis. The shock speed was between 130 and 190 km s−1 . The
panel of Fig. 5). The plasma density (from CIS-HIA meaangle between the shock normal and the local magnetic field
surements) and the magnetic field, while slightly lower than
direction θBn was around 40◦ . The group of lines in black,
in the typical magnetosheath conditions, were more than a
grey, and white depict the results of the different methods for
factor of 2 larger than in the pristine solar wind. At the lothe component of plasma velocity parallel to the shock norcation of C2 (Fig. 4b and f), the weak shock and the magnemal Vn in the frame of reference moving with the shock. At
topause moved back across the spacecraft. C2 then stayed in
the crossing of the weak shock Vn indeed exceeded the magnetosonic speed VMS . The fast MHD wave speed Vf (θBn ) for
the magnetosphere for several seconds around 18:15:30 UT.
each shock normal estimate was close to, but less than the
The other three spacecraft were inside the jet for about
1.5 min. While in the jet, they observed a gradual increase
magnetosonic speed.
in both magnetic field magnitude and plasma density. After
The rest of Fig. 5 shows further information on the ion dy18:18 UT, the three spacecraft moved into more typical magnamics
during the interval under consideration. In Figs. 5b
24
netosheath plasma.
and 5c, the bulk flow direction is displayed in the (−ZGSE ,
We have estimated the properties of the weak shock with
XGSE ) and (−YGSE , XGSE ) planes. Deflection of the arrows
to the left thus means flow deflection to the positive ZGSE
several methods using the magnetic field observations and
or YGSE direction. This direction is expected of the overall
the C1/CIS-HIA ion measurements (e.g., Schwartz, 1998).
Minimum Variance Analysis and magnetic co-planarity were
magnetosheath flow given the C1 location. During the jet the
used to calculate the shock normal vector from C1 obserflow was, however, deflected to the negative ZGSE direction.
vations. These estimates could then be combined with the
The observed pattern of the supermagnetosonic flow after the

www.ann-geophys.net/30/33/2012/
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et al. (2009).
0.6 MK), yet warmer than the pristine solar wind. There
Figure (b)
5dand
shows
thefrom
upstream
α (defined in the inwas also an interesting lack of higher energy ions from the
set of Fig. 1c), for the supermagnetosonic jet. This angle
weak shock until about 18:15. The flow deflection to the
can be calculated from the observations using the Rankinenegative Z direction is particularly visible at 18:15:33 UT,
Hugoniot jump conditions by considering both the down25
the third distribution from the left. The last distribution,
stream and upstream data, and taking r = 4 corresponding
from 18:16:27 UT, depicts the transition to warmer, symmetto high MA . During the main velocity deflection, α was surric quasi-Maxwellian plasma.
prisingly large, ∼ −65◦ .
Ann. Geophys., 30, 33–48, 2012
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The intervals when the dynamic pressure exceeded the solar wind dynamic pressure (1 nPa) are shaded in grey. Panel (a) is adapted from
directional ion energy spectrograms. (c) Ion velocity measurements in the GSE coordinates. The intervals when
Hietala et al. (2009).
the total plasma speed was larger than the local magnetosonic speed are shaded in blue. (d) Magnetosonic Mach
number V /VMS . (e) The dynamic pressure, the magnetic pressure, and the thermal pressure of the plasma, as

alternate with the intervals of high density magnetosheath
The observations of C3 (not shown) are similar, though not
well as the total pressure. The intervals when the dynamic pressure exceeded the solar wind dynamic pressure
identical to C1. Given this and the fact that C2 was outside of
flow.
(1 nPa)
shaded inwere
grey.inside
Panel of
(a) itis (see
adapted
et al. (2009).
4), Hietala Figure
the jet when the
otheraresatellites
Fig.from
6c and d with the C1 velocity observations show
we infer that the lower limit for the size of the jet was of the
that the magnetosheath plasma motion was highly varying.
order of the spacecraft separation (∼8000 km, 1.2 RE ).
There were many supermagnetosonic jets (blue intervals)
with the local MMS & 1.5, and the one near 18:15 UT as high
as MMS ∼ 2.5. Using −VX instead of V in the characteri3.2.2 Pressure pulses and magnetopause perturbations
sation of the jets would not result in significant differences:
at 17:15 and 17:25 UT, V /VMS was close to 1 but the main
Let us then consider the magnetosheath properties during
contribution came from VZ . At 18:10 UT, the flow was in fact
the period of steady solar wind conditions from 17:00 to
20:20 UT. The top panel of Fig. 6 displays the ACE observa- 26 sunward (VX > 0). We thus conclude that the main contribution to the jet speed comes from VX , but the deflection (VY
tions for reference. The bottom panels show Cluster 1 meaand VZ ) varies from one jet to another.
surements: omni-directional ion energy spectrograms, ion
velocity, magnetosonic Mach number (V /VMS ), and presSpectrograms (Fig. 6b) suggest that during a jet there
sure. As is best seen from the ion energies (Fig. 6b), the magwere typically less low energy particles than in the subsonic
netopause moved over the spacecraft several times; the high
magnetosheath. However, this is probably just an artefact
energy and low density intervals of magnetospheric plasma
of measuring the particles in the frame of reference of the
www.ann-geophys.net/30/33/2012/
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spacecraft. In some cases, there were also less high energy
particles, e.g., at 18:15, 18:50, and 19:55 UT. This, on the
contrary, is an indication of a (locally) quasi-perpendicular
bow shock.
There is a clear connection between the magnetopause
crossings and the supermagnetosonic jets: an inward motion
of the magnetopause was typically followed by a jet with
large negative VX . Note that these jets attained their maximum speed about a minute after the magnetopause crossing, i.e., well within the magnetosheath. In addition, some
outward motions of the magnetopause, for example near
18:10 UT, were preceded by sunward flow. This can be interpreted as the magnetopause pushing the plasma in front of
itself.
The more precise cause of these magnetopause perturbations was the high dynamic pressure of the jets, in agreement with the propositions of Sect. 2: Fig. 6e displays the
C1 pressure observations. The grey intervals, when the magnetosheath dynamic pressure locally exceeded the upstream
value of 1 nPa, match well with the blue intervals of supermagnetosonic flow. Most of the jets had a dynamic pressure
between two and four times the solar wind value, in agreement with Eq. (2). In a few cases, the pressure was as high as
5 to 7 nPa. These extreme pulses coincided with density increases, possibly caused by convergence of the flow coming
from different parts of the ripple (see Fig. 1c). The dynamic
pressure in the magnetosheath outside the jets was less than
the solar wind dynamic pressure, as expected, and the thermal pressure PT dominated. It is thus natural to conclude that
the jets pushed the magnetopause past the spacecraft and perturbed it locally.
There are at least four possible sources for high speed
jets in the magnetosheath. The ACE observations (Fig. 6a)
show that, during the period under consideration, there were
small fluctuations in the interplanetary magnetic field direction, and three excursions of ∼ 40◦ . It is of course possible
that some of the jets were related to these variations, but we
find it unlikely that all of them were triggered by such small
changes. Magnetopause reconnection exhaust jets with predominant −X directions are unlikely this close to the nose,
and during radial IMF. Such exhaust jets would also be detected simultaneously with or very close to magnetopause
crossings and grazings. On the contrary, the jets presented
here were observed well on the magnetosheath side, and two
of them (at 18:32 and 19:53) were observed in fact without
any magnetopause signature in proximity. Turbulent reconnection of thin current sheets in the quasi-parallel magnetosheath (Retinò et al., 2007) in these conditions is possible,
but the time scale of many of the now observed jets (up to
few minutes) would correspond to implausibly large currents
sheets. We would also expect the direction of such jets to be
more random. The dominant −X direction with a varying
deflection, the average dynamic pressure and the ion energy
characteristics of the jets support the mechanism proposed
by Hietala et al. (2009), i.e., that the fluctuations in the turAnn. Geophys., 30, 33–48, 2012

bulent foreshock interacted with the bow shock and induced
ripples that locally focused the flow into the high speed jets.
3.3

Magnetosphere: GOES-11 and 12 observations

The effects of the local pressure pulses that deform the magnetopause are transmitted into the magnetosphere. Indentations of the magnetopause should result in increases of the
magnetic field strength as the magnetophere is compressed.
In this subsection, we consider magnetic field data from the
geostationary GOES-11 and 12 satellites.
Figure 7 shows the magnetic pressure observed by the
two spacecraft from 12:00 to 22:00 UT (magenta and cyan
curves). The pressure of the pure dipole field has been removed using the GEOPACK library by N. Tsyganenko. Accordingly, the displayed deviations result solely from the external (solar wind and magnetosheath) driving. The ACE upstream solar wind observations (Fig. 7a) are shown again for
reference.
First, we can see that the general trends in the data follow the motion of the spacecraft (Fig. 2). GOES-11 was
moving from the nightside to the dayside, and observed an
increasing magnetic pressure (Fig. 7b). GOES-12 was crossing the dayside and measured an increase followed by a decrease of the magnetic pressure (Fig. 7c). However, the field
on the dayside was quite dipolar, i.e., the average deviation
was only slightly positive. This is consistent with the low solar wind dynamic pressure and the radial IMF direction (see,
e.g., Suvorova et al., 2010). As the IMF direction changed
around 20:20 UT, the deviation observed by GOES-11 near
the subsolar point reached a steady level of 1 nPa – a significantly higher magnetic pressure than GOES-12 observed at
the same location, on average.
Next, the observations display sharp, irregular pulsations,
in the time scale of a few minutes. The pulsations seem
to be related to the quasi-radial IMF: at GOES-12 they began around 12:40 UT, when the average IMF direction had
become radial and the spacecraft was moving to the dayside (magnetic local time 7.6 h). GOES-11 started to observe them after 17:25 UT, when it reached a similar location
(magnetic local time 8.2 h). The pulsations ended at both
spacecraft when the IMF turned near 20:20 UT. This remark
suggests a connection to the quasi-parallel bow shock. It
also agrees with previous observations of quiet time geosynchronous magnetic field oscillations at the pre-noon and postnoon sectors for spiral and orthospiral IMF configurations
(Sanny et al., 2002).
Another important feature of the pulsation data is the lack
of similarity between the two satellites’ observations: an increase measured by one is not always accompanied by increase at the other at the same time.
Together with the GOES measurements we show the dynamic pressure at C1 (black) and C3 (green) in order to
indicate the Cluster jet observations: the intervals when
the dynamic pressure at C1 or C3 exceeded the solar wind
www.ann-geophys.net/30/33/2012/
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is naturally an
indication
of the
strength
thewind
jet impingstrength
(not shown). Namely, we examined
ing on the magnetosphere. Note that the last jet observations
the alternation of the intervals of high and stable B (Cluster
shortly after 21:00 UT were probably related to the changes
in the magnetosphere), with the intervals of lower and fluctuin the IMF configuration (Fig. 7a). During the period of inating B (Cluster in the magnetosheath). A locally contracted
terest, from 17:00 to 20:30 UT, both GOES satellites were
magnetosphere at Cluster’s location corresponded quite well,
located on the dayside. Moreover, GOES-12 was approxithough not always, with a GOES pressure increase and an
mately between the Earth and Cluster during the beginning
expanded magnetosphere with a decrease. This similarity of
of the interval, while GOES-11 moved to a location between
conclusions is natural since, according to the analysis of the
the Earth and the quartet near the end of the interval (Fig. 2).
previous subsection, the jets seemed to be the cause of the
magnetopause perturbations.
We see that there was no one-to-one correspondence beGiven the ∼40 000 km distance between the GOES sateltween the jets observed by C1 and C3 and the pulsations,
lites,
we conclude that it is unlikely that the supermagneneither in time nor in strength. However, GOES-12 observed
tosonic jets were very large, coherent structures. As the pulpressure increases near the jets around 17:30, and 18:10 UT
sations that could be related to a jet were typically observed
(maybe also at 17:15 UT) when it was in the same local
time sector as Cluster. There were no significant increases 27 only by the satellite that was closest to the time sector of
Cluster, and not by the other, the approximately 6 RE sepat GOES-11 and, near 18:10 UT, it in fact measured a dearation presents an upper limit to the jet’s transverse size.
crease. Similarly, GOES-11 observed increases near the jets
Naturally some jets were much smaller than this, for inat 19:40 UT when it had moved to a location earthward of
stance some were observed only by a single Cluster spaceCluster, while GOES-12 did not see a significant increase.
craft (Fig. 7). This also explains why the jets near 18:35 UT
The jets near 18:50 UT were accompanied by an increase at
were missed by both GOES satellites. Furthermore, the small
both satellites, although with a delay at GOES-11, as they
magnitude of the observed pulsations agrees with the inferred
were at an approximately equal distance away. On the other
scale: the effects of very localised pressure pulses should
hand, there were observations that did not follow this patweaken quite fast as they are transmitted deeper into the magtern: the jets around 18:35 UT were not accompanied by signetosphere.
nificant pulsations in either of the magnetospheric satellites,
while the short jets at 19:50 UT seemed to be related to pulsations observed by both.
www.ann-geophys.net/30/33/2012/
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Ionosphere: SuperDARN observations

The day of interest, 17 March 2007, was magnetically quiet,
especially in the UT afternoon. According to the global Auroral Electrojet (AE) index, three periods of activity were
recorded between 13:00 UT and midnight. During these activations at around 16:30, 17:45 and 20:00 UT, the AE varied in the range of 100–300 nT. These periods of activity
coincided with northward turnings of the IMF BZ and are,
thus, more likely signatures of changing solar wind energy
input into the magnetosphere-ionosphere system due to varying large-scale reconnection rate rather than related to the
mesoscale magnetopause perturbations.
To investigate the ionospheric response to the jets in the
magnetosheath, we examine ionospheric flow velocities measured by the Super Dual Auroral Radar Network. In 2007
ten SuperDARN radars were in use on the Northern Hemisphere. Each radar emits high-frequency (HF) pulses that
reflect off decameter-scale density perturbations in the ionosphere. These irregularities move with the background bulk
plasma motion and the SuperDARN radars hence measure
the line-of-sight component of the ionospheric E × B drift.
An expansion of spherical harmonics can be fitted to the
combined line-of-sight velocities from all available radars to
produce hemispheric convection patterns (Ruohoniemi and
Baker, 1998). These convection maps are created every two
minutes.
Since there was also other activity, we are unable to fully
isolate the effect of the magnetosheath jets to form a clear relationship between the magnetosheath and ionospheric flows.
On the other hand, given the GOES magnetospheric observations indicating a small spatial scale (discussed in the previous subsection), a distinct correspondence is not expected.
However, during the time period of radial IMF and high pressure jets, multiple localised short-lived flow channels of enhanced convection were observed in the dayside polar ionosphere.
An example of enhanced convection is presented in Fig. 8,
where six convection patterns are displayed between 18:18
and 18:30 UT. The convection patterns are plotted in magnetic coordinates and the Sun is to the top of each panel.
During this time period, the IMF BZ was slightly positive
(∼+1 nT) and BX still strongly dominating (∼−3 nT). The
high speed flow started to appear at 18:20 UT (Fig. 8b) in
the region just northwest of Hudson Bay. Two minutes later
(Fig. 8c) the flow channel had expanded southward, and the
fit also indicates development of a counterclockwise flow
vortex. The flow channel was at its widest at 18:24 UT
(Fig. 8d) and started to shrink during the next 2-min interval
(Fig. 8e). At 18:28 UT the flow signature had disappeared.
The maximum flow speed exceeded 1000 m s−1 during the
lifetime of the burst from 18:20 to 18:26 UT.
During the lifetime of the flow channel the number of data
points, indicated by the nvc in each panel, was 60–100, which
is quite low. However, the coverage at and around the interAnn. Geophys., 30, 33–48, 2012

esting region was good. The velocity at the interesting area
was also large compared to the observed surroundings. Furthermore, the velocity vectors behave coherently as functions
of time, i.e., there was a smooth enhancement and decay.
Thus we conclude that the radar data are reliable enough for
a qualitative picture and we infer that this flow channel was
a potential ionospheric counterpart of the jets.
To better understand this possible connection, we examine
the measurements of the SuperDARN radar located near Kapuskasing, Canada. From the returned signal the radar produces the backscattered power, the Doppler velocity of the
scatter target and its spectral width. Furthermore, the look
direction of the radar can be electronically steered along 16
beams; these beams are each 3.24◦ wide and it takes the radar
2 min to make measurements along all 16 beams.
In the panels (b–d) of Fig. 9 we show the three parameters measured along beam 8 that is looking approximately
due magnetic North. In the figure time runs along the x-axis,
whereas the y-axis gives the distance from the radar. All parameters are colour-coded according to the colour scales to
the right of the plot; in the SuperDARN convention negative
velocities denote motion away from the radar (red), whereas
positive velocities indicate motion towards the radar (blue).
Velocities between −50 and +50 m s−1 have been coloured
grey. These very low velocities are, at high-latitudes, caused
by HF radio waves that are refracted by the ionosphere and
then reflected off the ground; this ground scatter contains no
information about the ionospheric bulk plasma motion.
The time interval shown in Fig. 9 corresponds to that of
Cluster jet observations, and the magnetosheath dynamic
pressure measured by C1 and C3 is shown in Fig. 9a. The
nine main jets observed by C1 are marked by vertical dashed
lines in the lower panels. During the entire interval a stable band of ground scatter persisted between range gates 25
and 35. Poleward of this ground scatter band the radar observed two to four short-lived (between 2 and 12 min) bursts
of higher velocities, marked by the red arrows. These bursts,
located at around 75◦ magnetic latitude and magnetic noon,
were directed away from the radar and had velocities of about
700 m s−1 . Their spectral width had values below 200 m s−1
and the backscattered power was relatively low, below 10 dB.
These ionospheric velocity bursts, located near the ionospheric foot print of the cusp region, all occured about 5 min
after a jet was observed in the subsolar magnetosheath by
Cluster. Both the spatial proximity and the reasonable time
delay between the two events suggest that these ionospheric
bursts were caused by the magnetosheath jets.
We have also examined the magnetometers located under the Kapuskasing radar field-of-view, namely Taloyoak
(TALO) station of the Canadian Array for Realtime Investigations of Magnetic Activity (CARISMA) chain ja Resolute (RES) station of the Canadian Magnetometer Observatory Network (CANMOS) chain (not shown). The magnetometer data show some 50–100 nT perturbations in BX and
BY occuring after the magnetosheath jets in agreement with
www.ann-geophys.net/30/33/2012/
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Fig. 8. Ionospheric convection pattern fitted into the SuperDARN measurements. The maps are in magnetic coordinates and the Sun is to
the top, dawn to the right, and dusk to the left in each panel. The maps represent the flow pattern with 2-min integration time at (a) 18:18–
18:20, (b) 18:20–18:22,
(c) 18:22–18:24,
(d) 18:24–18:26,
and (f)measurements.
18:28–18:30 UT.
During
quiet period and
Fig. 8. Ionospheric
convection
pattern fitted (e)
into18:26–18:28
the SuperDARN
The
mapsanareotherwise
in magnetic
positive IMF BZ , a short-lived channel of fast flow up to 1000 m s−1 (red vectors) was observed on the dayside following the fast flows in
coordinates and the Sun is to the top, dawn to the right, and dusk to the left in each panel. The maps represent
the magnetosheath.

the flow pattern with 2-min integration time at (a) 18:18–18:20, (b) 18:20–18:22, (c) 18:22–18:24, (d) 18:24–
18:26 , (e) 18:26–18:28
(f) 18:28–18:30
UT. isDuringimately
an otherwise
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and positive
IMF
BZ(≥6
, a h) periods
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of period
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The strengthand
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perturbations
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up toKataoka
1000 m/s
was observed
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the not
fast the case in
of steady,
radial IMF
conditions.
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et (red
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2001, 2003).flows in the magnetosheath.
the event discussed here: 2007 was a year of the deep solar
minimum at the end of cycle 23. A stream interaction region,
however, crossed the near-Earth space on 11 March resulting
in the declining trend in the solar wind speed observed still
4 Discussion
on 17 March.
Quasi-radial direction is not a rare configuration for the inAs pointed out in Sect. 1, the bow shock and its surterplanetary magnetic field. According to a statistical study
roundings are greatly affected by the radial IMF configuration. Since the magnetic field is aligned with the soof 11 yr of ACE data by Suvorova et al. (2010), conditions
with the cone angle θ < 30◦ occur about 16 % of the time. 28 lar wind flow, the turbulent foreshock of the quasi-parallel
In particular, radial IMF is quite a common feature at the
bow shock covers the whole dayside. The effects of radial
trailing edge of a magnetic cloud resulting from a coronal
IMF are displayed most vividly in the 2.5D hybrid simulamass ejection. Neugebauer et al. (1997) reported that approxtions by Sibeck et al. (2008), Blanco-Cano et al. (2009), and
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than predicted by the models (see Merka et al., 2003, and
the jets reported here. In particular, they have been observed
references therein).
behind the quasi-parallel bow shock, especially during intervals of radial IMF.
The magnetosheath downstream of the quasi-parallel
shock is permeated both by waves that have been transmitted
The GOES observations of pulsations presented in this arthrough the bow shock, as well as by fluctuations that have
ticle (Fig. 7b and c) suggest that the high speed jets could be
been generated locally. Statistical studies (Shevyrev and Zaoccuring across the whole dayside magnetosheath during the
stenker, 2005; Shevyrev et al., 2007) show that the quasiperiod of radial IMF (see also Sanny et al., 2002). This would
parallel magnetosheath is very turbulent even during steady
be consistent with the proposed formation mechanism based
solar wind conditions. For the radial IMF case, Blanco-Cano
on quasi-parallel shock ripples. In that case, the jets would be
et al. (2006) have reported large amplitude fluctuations also
one of the downstream manifestations of the upstream foreon the downstream side in their hybrid simulations.
shock fluctuations that modify the shock transition, i.e., of
the “patchwork” shock (e.g., Schwartz and Burgess, 1991).
In previous magnetosheath studies, Savin et al. (2008)
It thus seems probable that the jets are equally dynamic varyand Amata et al. (2011) have found several jets with high
kinetic energy density at the magnetospheric flanks, while 29 ing in both space and time. Note, however, that at the flanks
of the magnetosphere, the magnetosheath flow is supermagShue et al. (2009) reported a similar high speed flow near the
netosonic on average. Consequently, the ripples at the flanks
subsolar point. Nemecek et al. (1998) have also reported on
would not necessarily create easily discernible jets but rather
what they call transient ion flux enhancements at the flanks,
contribute to the overall downstream variability. Hence it is
mainly when the plasma entered through the foreshock reimportant to concentrate on the subsolar region when invesgion. These previous studies could not identify a clear source
tigating the effects of the ripples and the jets.
for the jets, but they could rule out, e.g., reconnection. Naturally, it is not possible to ascertain that all previously reported
During the period under study, Cluster observed magnejets stem from the shock ripple-related mechanism proposed
topause crossings at several places that deviated from the
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Shue et al. (1998) magnetopause model by more than 1 RE
(Fig. 2). These perturbations are not surprising given the
observed total pressure (the sum of dynamic, magnetic and
thermal pressures) variations in the magnetosheath (see also
Glassmeier et al., 2008). Detailed studies of single magnetopause perturbations due to high speed jets have previously
been done by Shue et al. (2009) and Amata et al. (2011) using THEMIS and Cluster observations. The estimated size of
the magnetopause indentation in both cases was of the same
order as in the event presented here.
Other studies have also built up evidence of the overall perturbed state of the magnetopause behind quasi-parallel bow
shock. Russell et al. (1997) reported enhanced magnetopause
oscillations behind the quasi-parallel bow shock in the dawn
sector using 10 yr of data from ISEE-1 and 2. Suvorova
et al. (2010) described subsolar magnetopause wavy motion
and expansion during three intervals of radial IMF, but they
did not present dynamic pressure data. In a recent statistical
study using THEMIS data, Plaschke et al. (2009) examined
magnetopause oscillations at fundamental frequencies during
different solar wind conditions, and found that radial IMF is
among the favorable conditions.
Although we find magnetopause reconnection very unlikely as the cause of the high speed jets (Sect. 3.2.2), local,
small-scale magnetopause reconnection as a consequence
would not be surprising. Indeed, it is quite plausible that the
high dynamic pressure jets directed at the magnetopause and
perturbing it may also trigger reconnection events there. The
ionospheric observations are consistent with this as well.
Sibeck et al. (1989) studied magnetospheric response
to brief upstream pressure variations (1Pdyn /Pdyn = 1,
Pdyn ∼1.2 nPa) during radial IMF (see also Fairfield et al.,
1990). They used simultaneous observations just upstream of
the Earth’s bow shock as well as from three magnetospheric
satellites, including GOES-6. The upstream pressure variations were associated with compressional oscillations in the
dayside magnetosphere that were similar to the ones reported
here.
Still, there were no satellites in the magnetosheath at that
time, so Sibeck et al. (1989) could not study how the pressure
variations were transmitted from the upstream into the magnetosphere. The formation of bow shock ripples provides a
mechanism to enhance these upstream variations. The ripple induced jets are then a means to transmit the variations
through the magnetosheath and affect the magnetopause, as
seen in Sect. 3.
The stepwise increases around 18:10 UT at GOES-12
(Fig. 7c) indicate that the jets may have a cumulative effect:
several intense jets at the same location created the strongest
magnetospheric response. As the jets in this particular event
often occurred less than ten minutes apart, it is likely that
the magnetosphere did not have enough time to recover from
every burst.
Another prominent feature of the GOES observations near
18:10 UT is the anti-correlation between the two spacecraft.
www.ann-geophys.net/30/33/2012/
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There was a simultaneous decrease of pressure at GOES-11
and an increase of pressure at GOES-12 that was slightly
duskward from C1/C3. Such a behaviour could be interpreted as magnetosphere being compressed in one place and
expanding in another. This interpretation is supported by the
fact that C2, which was closer to GOES-11, moved into the
magnetosphere (Fig. 4) at the time.
We have shown that some of the magnetosheath jets observed by Cluster near the subsolar point were followed
by plasma velocity bursts in the polar ionosphere. These
ionospheric velocity features were short-lived (on average
about 5 min) and localised. Their morphology is similar to
the ionospheric signature of Flux Transfer Events (FTEs)
(McWilliams et al., 2004). However, FTEs predominantly
take place under upstream conditions other than radial IMF
(e.g., Kawano and Russell, 1997). Furthermore, typical radar
signatures of FTEs are high backscattered power (>24 dB)
and high spectral width (Provan et al., 1998), both of which
were lower during the events discussed here. It thus seems
more likely that the magnetosheath jets caused particles to
precipitate along closed field-lines just inside of the magnetopause into the polar ionosphere. There they temporarily
formed density irregularities for the duration of the jet, off
which the HF signal was scattered, and enabled the radar observations of the ionospheric flow velocities at the magnetic
foot point of the magnetosheath jets.
Pressure variations creating magnetopause perturbations
can also drive ionospheric flows (e.g., Kivelson and Southwood, 1991). Furthermore, they are one of the mechanisms
for the generation of ionospheric Travelling Convection Vortices (TCVs). TCVs and the related Magnetic Impulse
Events (MIEs) have several properties (Kataoka et al., 2001,
2003) in common with the ionopheric flow enhancements reported here: They have similar maximum ionospheric velocities, magnetic latitudes, and spatial scales; their lifetimes are
similar (about ten minutes), though flow channels are somewhat more short-lived; the corresponding horizontal magnetic field variations have similar magnitudes (few tens of
nTs to one hundred); during the events the activity level described by the Kp index is low; and the IMF BZ is positive.
Moreover, according to statistical studies (e.g., Sibeck and
Korotova, 1996; Kataoka et al., 2003) the MIE/TCV occurrence has a preference for radial IMF orientation. For all that,
the flow channels described in the present paper do not show
a tendency to travel.

5

Summary and conclusions

We have used simultaneous solar wind, magnetosheath, magnetosphere, and ionosphere observations to study the solar
wind-magnetosphere interaction during a period of steady
radial IMF. We have concentrated on the supermagnetosonic
jets observed in the subsolar magnetosheath, and investigated
how their effects are transmitted into the magnetosphere. Our
Ann. Geophys., 30, 33–48, 2012
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analysis of the jets showed that their properties are in agreement with the previous proposition (Hietala et al., 2009) that
they are formed by ripples inherent to the quasi-parallel bow
shock. We concluded that some of the jets in this event
were as large as 1–3 RE , but typically smaller than ∼6 RE .
These intermittent pulses of dynamic pressure created magnetopause perturbations and thus provided a source for magnetopause waves during steady solar wind conditions. Further, we inferred that the patchy pressure pulses propagated
into the magnetosphere and were detectable at the geostationary orbit. In the ionosphere we identified localised and shortlived enhanced convection flow channels. Their location and
timing suggest that they were caused by the magnetosheath
jets.
The suggested connection between the magnetosheath
jets and the ionospheric flow enhancements requires further, preferably statistical studies. Potential topics for future analysis include: the time delay between a jet and its
ionospheric signature; the possible correlation between their
strengths and lifetimes; and the possible connection between
the MIEs/TCVs and the high speed jets. Incorporation of
magnetosheath and ground-based observations is indispensable for such studies.
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